MAAN Steering Committee
Friday, January 27, 2017

1. Icebreaker Activity

2. Welcome Barbara Moorman (BUS)

3. Student Experience Redesign
   ▪ Update on meeting that just wrapped up

4. Late Admits – any issues?

5. Mason/NVCC Symposium - Terri

6. External Committee Involvement and Information Sharing
   
   AAC, APAC, CUE, GAGAA, RAC, Orientation Stakeholder

7. Internal Subcommittee Updates
   
   AMP, LOL, MAC, RAW, Social, Web Team
   ▪ MAC winter sessions?

8. Announcements

Upcoming Meetings (calendar invites have been sent)
*all future meetings will be held in SUB I, 3A

Feb. 24
March 31
April 28
May 31
May 26